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MAIN GOAL OF THE WORKSHOP:
This workshop will examine how to use option market data to extract different financial
information.
MOTIVATION AND BROAD LIST OF TOPICS
Time serie of historical stock returns are usually used as an input for predicting future market
movements. Unfortunately, historical stock returns suffer from being backward looking, and
the resulting outputs are neither financially nor statistically robust. Not surprisingly, stockbased results might be suboptimal in periods of high volatility, when the statistical properties
of the stock market change the most from the past.
Departing from this issue, I will show you how to use option market data (either alone or
jointly with stock market data) to predict future market movements.
More precisely after presenting the above problem in more detail, I will “divide” the
remaining of the workshop in three parts, where I will show:
1. How to estimate the conditional risk-neutral and the physical measures, and test if the
two measures are among them consistent by analyzing the resulting pricing kernel.
2. How to use the pricing kernel to test the market efficiency and, above all, how a misestimated physical measure can lead to puzzling pricing kernels and leads to illusory
arbitrages.
3. How to estimate option implied basic statistical quantities, like option-implied
quantiles and expectiles that are then used for a) Risk management (option implied
Value at Risk (VaR) and Conditional Value at Risk (CVaR)) b) Measures of variability,
comparable but less numerically demaning than the VIX index c) Forecasting.
In case of time, I will also present some machine learning techniques to infer the risk-neutral
density.
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PREREQUISITES
It is assumed that student have had prior basic exposure to continuous-time and discrete-time
finance and its applications to option pricing under geometric Brownian motion: a basic
knowledge of what call and put options are, the distinction between American and European
options, the Black-Scholes-Merton models and the basic of no-arbitrage.
A useful introductory textbook that covers that material is:
John C. Hull, “Options, Futures, and Other Derivatives” (The book is now at its ninth edition,
but any edition after the seventh is good)

